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or years now lawyers and law professors have
debated whether William Rehnquist is or is not
one of the most, if not the most, conservative

Supreme Court iustices of this century. They've
struggled over his doctrinal and intellectual consistency.
They've examined the clarity of his writing style.

But none of the commentaries in the days since
Ronald Reagan nominated Rehnquist to be chief iustice

- even by those who've been debating his traits for
years - has really gotten to the heart of the matter.
That's because the commentators have generally failed
to step back far enough to view his tenure on the Court
Indeed, it may well be that the task of assessing the
"real" William Rehnquist is not one suitable for most
lawyers or law professors, for Rehnquist's philosophy is
not, at its essence, a matter of the law. It is, in fact, a

subject most rea$ily understood by psychologists and
political scientists.

The chief-iustice-designate is, quite simply, a rigid
authoritarian (to use the language of the psvchologist)
and a bit of a fascist (to use the language oi the poiitical
criantict\



"Authoritarian," as defined bv Webster's Third Nei,
International Dictionary,descri6es a person who favors
a "principle of often blind submission to authoritv as
opposed to individual freedom of thought and aciion,,,
one who believes in "a strict. . . hierarchv in which
every man has his place, every class a deiined function,
a set of commands issuing from above, a group of
subordinates below to be ordered ruthlesslv about.,,
That same tome defines a "fascist" as a supporter of a
government structure characterized bv "a centralized
autocratic national regime with severelv nationalistic
policies, exercising regimentation of industn,,
commerce, and finance, rigid censorship, and forcible
suppression of opposition." That's Bill Rehnquist.

Some will take strong issue rr'ith this charaiterization
of the iustice. They will argue, for example, that far from
being a proponent of a "centralized autocratic national
regime," he has been the strongest supporter of states,
rights for many a decade. Thisls misl'eading; Rehnquist
has been supportive of state governments mainly when
they have sought to exercise lheir own autocratii control
over the people within their borders. He has been
opposed to the use of federal power when the federal
government has sought to control some of the more
outrageous excesses of the states, but he has been a
strong supporter of federal power in those areas where
the federal government does in fact to promote
"nationalistic policies" and engage in';suppression of
opposition." For example, he has uniformly voted to
give the federal government virtually unlimited power
in defense and national-security matters.
. Others will point out that Relinquist has generally
been in favor of free enterprise and has rule-d on the side
of big business in many cases in which the government
has sought to exercise control. However, a study of these
cases indicates that Rehnquist is in favor bf freedom for
big business only when it does not challenge those
governmental powers and prerogatives neiessary for the
maintenance of an authoritarian form of government.
Thus, Rehnquist is willing to grant compinies a
substantial degree of freedom from the iigors of antitrust
laws, but when the Department of Justice wants
information or assistance from businesses (either by
subpoena or through the routine furnishing of, for
example, voluminous records on private citizens from
banks and telephone companies) in either criminal
investigations or national-security matters, thev must
com-ply and they have virtually no opportunity to
challenge government demands and decisioni in court.

Few will contest a characterization of Rehnquist as a
vociferous opponent of a broad and generous
interpretation of First Amendment free-speech
guqlantees. He has not been a friend ofgovernment
whistle-blowers or of upstart newspapeis and
ioumalists or of anyone else who dares seek to,rally ., . , .

6upport or public opinion in resistance to government
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policies. However, where free speech is not threatening
to govemment power, he is in favor of it, as in a recent
case in which he concluded that the First Amendment
protects investment-advisory newsletters from
regulation by the Securities and Exchange Commission.

Rehnquist has consistently sought to empower the
executive branch of govemment at the eypense of the
legislative branch, and he has opposed an expansive
reading of the rights and privileges of the press. In short,
he has been strongly in favor of a strong federal
executive, one that brooks scant interference from those
power centers in our society that traditionally have
opposed excesses ofpresidential power - the Congress
and the press.

Rehnquist has also worked to limit the degree to
which the courts may interfere with the exercise of
executive power, while at the same time maintaining for
the judiciary an enonnous amount of power (including
absolute immunity from suits filed by citizens) to assist
the executive branch in keeping tight control over the
population. Despite his reputation as a strict
constructionist who opposes judicial activism, he has
been one of the most activist judges in recent memory,
reaching out to find cases suitable for pushing his
political and philosophical agenda, and bending any rule
or precedent in that effort. One cannot then call
Rehnquist a true judicial conservative in the mold of, for
example, that quintessential conservative, the late John
Marshall Harlan. Certainly, most real iudicial
conservatives would be horrified by one pet Rehnquist
position, in a case involving capital punishment. In 1981
Rehnquist, joined by not a single other iustice, authored
an opinion in which he excoriated a death-row inmate
for having the nerve to file yet another last-minute ..,-;

petition for a stay of execution. He asserted that there
should not be so many opportunities to have a death
sentence iudicially reviewed, because "given so many
bites at the apple, the odds favor petitioner finding some
court willing to vacate his death sentence because in its
view his trial or sentence was not free from
constitutional error." In short, because some iudge might
spot a miscarriage of iustice, steps should be taken to
keep the case from getting before the iudge.

In another case in 1978, Rehnquist wrote an almost
bizarre paean to fudge lsaac C. Parker, the "hanging
judge" who sat in the Westem District of Arkansas
during the late l9th century. Rehnquist has strange
heroes indeed.

In recent years the Rehnquist wing of the Court has
also taken a curious stand on the relationship of church
and state. Rehnquist is a vociferous proponent of prayer
and religious activities in the public schools. Yet his
position on religion has its limits. He recently wrote an
utterlv remarkable opinion in which he upheld the
power of the military to forbid an Orthodox Jewish
serviceman from wearing a ritual skullcap while on
duty. Denying the armed forces the right to forbid such

- practices-on the part of individuals undermines militarv



autnonty, wrote Kennqurst lor a Lourt majorlty.
words of his opinion tell more about his view of the
proper relationship between the government and the
govemed than perhaps any of his other writings.

The desirability of dress regulations in the militarv
is decided by the appropriate militarv officials, and
they are under no constitutional mandate to
ahandon their considered professional
judgment. . . . The Ftrst Amendmen t [protecting the
free exercise of religionl does not require the
military to accommodate such practices in the face
of its view' that thev would detract from the
uniformity sought b;, the dress regulations.
Justice Rehnquist also explained rvhy uniformity is so

important.
The considered professional iudgment of the Air
'Force is that the traditional outfitting of personnel in
standardized uniforms encourages the
subordination of personal preferences and identities
in favor of the overall group mission. Uniforms
encouiage a sense of hierarchical unity by tending
to eliminate outward individual distinctions excePt
for those of rank.
As soon as Rehnquist's name was announced for the

chief iustice's position, commentators of the left and the
right almost unanimously noted his reputation as a

person of great intelligence, intellectual consistency and
integrity, and conservative views. Though his
intelligence is not really subiect to serious challenge, his
alleged conservatism dissolves upon analysis. Yet it is in
the area of his intellectual integrity that some of the
greatest surprises lie for anyone who looks closely
enough.

My own first lesson in Rehnquist's intellectual
integrity, or lack thereof, came when t served as one of
the lawyers representing Alaska's Senator Mike Gravel
before the Supreme Court in 1972.Gravel had managed
to obtain a copy of the Pentagon Papers, and the
Department of Justice served a grand-iury subpoena
upon one of the senator's aides, in order to find out
where the senator had obtained the volumes. Gravel
sought to invalidate the subpoena on the Sround that the
Constitution's "speech or debate clause" provides that
only the Senate could have undertaken such an
investigation of its own member. The case was
obviously a close one. The guessing among the lawyers
present at the oral argument was that the iustices would
divide four against four, and that Rehnquist, who had

iust been appointed,.would disqualify himself from
participating. After all, Rehnquist, when he was at the
Department of Justice, had been one of the primary
architects of the Nixon-Mitchell assault against the
American press for publishing excerpts from the
explosive and embarrassing, but toP-secret, PentaSon
study of the Vietnam War. Indeed, it was his idea that
the Department of lustice ask the federal courst to enioin
Continued on Vage ,77 -



Continued from page 3

lhe Washington Post and the
New York Times from Publish-
ing stories about the papers. (The
govemment brought such a law-
iuit but lost.) Rehnquist had
helped plan the strategy where-
by the govemment threatened
the newspapers with criminal
prosecution if they disdosed the
govemment paper. (One result
was Iohn Mitchell's infamous
threat to Washington Post Pub-
lisher Katherine Graham that if

,her newspaper publistted the
story, Grahan would find her
"tit in a wringer.")

To everyone's surprise, how-
ever, Rehnquist did nof dis-
qualify himself from sitting on
the case. Though in another case
decided at the same time he
wrote a nine-page opinion ex-
plaining his reasons for not dis-
qualifying himself, in the Gravel
case Rehnquist simply said, in a

footnote, that Gravel's request
that he disqualify himself "verges
on the frivolous." The real reason
for Rehnquist's insistence on sit-
ting on the case was evident from
the result, however. Gravel lost
and the Department of Justice
won, by a single vote. Had
Rehnquist not participated in the
vote, the lower-court .opinion
(issued by the US. Court of
Appeals in Boston) would have
stood, Gravel would have won,
and the investigation would have
been abandoned. Rehnquist's
vote thus was decisive. So much
for intellectual purity. n


